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Real estate as an active asset in your client’s portfolio
Beau Banerjee
Business Development Consultant
Manulife Bank of Canada




Good morning to everyone and thank you for attending today’s session 

We are going to discuss the benefits to your business and your clients when real estate is seen as key component of their investment portfolio

When clients recognize the value of the home as asset and the mortgage was a systematic savings plan, then we can take the conversation of using this significant asset during their retirement years.
We want you to help your clients make real estate an active asset in your client’s portfolio
2

Presentation objectives: 
Discuss benefits of debt and cash flow management 
Differentiate yourself from colleagues while adding value to your practice and your clients
Consider a different perspective on how we treat real estate in retirement
Place you on a path to better client retention
3





This is more than a discussion. Manulife Bank is committed to partnering with you making  Real estate an active asset in your client’s portfolio 

The learning objects today is to help you by
Discussing the benefits of debt and cash flow management 
Differentiating yourself from colleagues while adding value to your practice and your clients
Considering a different perspective on how we treat real estate in retirement
Placing you on a path to better client retention
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Finding common ground for today’s discussion
Cash flow is the driver of all goal achievement
4
Agree or disagree?

Source: TheGlobe & Mail – 2017 Budget
Income  
Expenses 
Cash flow
Expenses& Liabilities
Income
& 
Assets
Cash flow
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Equity




We have four key issues to explore today when we examine debt and cash flow management

Hopefully we can find some common ground for this discussion
Would you agree that cash flow or the difference between your client’s income and liabilities is the drive of all goal achievement?
4

Finding common ground for today’s discussion
5

Agree or disagree?

You have concerns for some of your clients outliving their retirement savings.
52% aren’t confident they’re saving enough*
47% currently have no employer pension**
*Fall Manulife Bank Debt Survey/**An Analysis of the Economic Circumstances of Canadian Seniors, Broadbent Institute, 02/2016



Would you agree that despite your advice and efforts in helping your clients save for their retirement, you have concerns for some of your clients outliving their retirement savings?

We know clients are living longer, more active lives yet our own debt survey found that 52% were not confident they are saving enough.* As well, it’s estimated that nearly half of retirees will have no employer pension plan. Concerns by you and your clients about being able to enjoy a comfortable retirement lifestyle free from financial stress be

By the end of this session I hope we can all agree that we can extend the life of your clients investment assets as well as reduce financial stress throughout their retirement
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Finding common ground for today’s discussion
6
It’s becoming harder for clients to retire without a mortgage or some debt.
Agree or disagree?

*Equifax: Dec 2016; **Statistics Canada: 2012


Seniors’ debt increased by 6.1% year-over-year*
4 in 10 Canadians retired with some form of debt** 


Added to the fact that we have concerns about our clients retirement savings, would you also agree it’s becoming harder for clients to retire without a mortgage or some debt. Or to take it one step further, it will he harder for them to stay out of debt in retirement as large expenses such as automobiles and home repairs continue to rise.
For some time Equifax Canada has been pointing out that debt among seniors is increasing. It’s up 6.1 per cent year over year.
And there’s been numerous surveys completed on the percentage of Canadians retiring with debt but the official count from Statistics Canada five years ago had 4 in 10 Canadians retiring with debt.
There are many options when it comes to managing debt in our working years. In retirement, these debt management options need even more consideration as clients must take every measure to make the most of their after-tax income.
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Finding common ground for today’s discussion
7
Owning a home has been a good long-term investment… 
…but most clients don’t want to sell their home to fund their retirement.
Agree or disagree?



* Canadian Real Estate Association; **CMHC: HOUSING FOR OLDER CANADIANS: The Definitive Guide to the Over-55 Market, Revised 2015

Avg. Cdn. home: 1996: 151,000 / 2016: $442,000 (12% average inflation adjusted growth)*
“85% of Canadians want to remain in their present home for as long as possible”**


Finally, the last of our common ground for today’s discussion involves real estate as an investment and how it’s going to be used in retirement
Would you agree that even by discounting some of the wild increases in home prices over the last few years, that owning a home has been a good long-term investment… 
…And would you also agree that most clients don’t want to immediately sell their home to fund their retirement.

The Canadian Real Estate Association sited the average price for all types of homes in Canada went from just below $151,000 to just above $442,000 – representing an average rate of return of 12% after we adjusted for inflation.
So we have a very good asset that could continue to grow in retirement and, on average it’s a fairly large asset of over $400,000. Yet, research also tells us that the majority of your clients want to stay in their present home for as long as possible… even if their health changes. 

As financial advice providers, do you want to be the person telling clients who don’t want to move that they have to sell their home to replenish investments? Are there alternatives that are more appealing? We certainly believe so.

http://nexthome.yp.ca/news/leap-year-2016---canadas-historical-home-price-growth/1228768/
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Who owns it? 
   THE CLIENT
Who manages it?
   THE CLIENT
Who is qualified to Manage it? 
   THE ADVISOR

8
*Mortgage insights 2015 – Mortgage Professionals Canada
Who’s providing advice for managing debt and day-to-day finances
Cash flow and debt management – Who manages it? Who provides the advice? 


Before we get into how we treat the family home as an active asset class in retirement, let’s start with who is managing the personal real estate and bank accounts today.

When it comes to Cash flow and debt management Who owns it? THE CLIENT
Who manages it? THE CLIENT
Who is qualified to Manage it? THE ADVISOR

This survey from Mortgage Professionals Canada highlighted the fact that advisors are making progress in supporting debt management but there is still room for improvement

Right now the client owns the debt and what is a rather troubling is that some Canadians don’t even know what debt means. 29% would consider themselves debt free… even if they still have a mortgage.

We also  know from our Bank surveys that clients who do have a financial advisor involved in their debt and cash flow management have a far higher response rate for not carrying monthly credit card debt 
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Column1	

Online tools	Bank rep	Family/friends	Advisor	Self managed	0.1	0.17	0.19	0.26	0.64	
Cash flow and debt management – Why manage it? 
9
	Advisor focus	Client focus
	Portfolio construction	Their home
	Investment products	Their mortgage
	Retirement planning	Their interest rate
	Tax planning 	Renovations
	Estate planning	Cash flow
	Not aligned	

Better align with your clients’ focus
Centered around the family (engages spouse / children)
Holistic retirement planning
Reduce financial stress and enhance focus on their goals 
Be truly measured by advice not by investment performance

Own the debt… Own the client

Advisor and clients often have opposite discussions


For decades advisor and clients have had opposite discussions

As an investment advisors and financial protectors through insurance, you clients came to you for help with managing their
Portfolio construction
Investment products
Retirement planning
Tax planning 
Estate planning
But since they were self managing their cash flow, the client was focused on buying their home, paying their mortgage, chasing the lowest interest rate and constantly diverted money that could have enhanced their financial plan with the need to make repairs and renovations.

In essence they managed the cash flow and provided whatever they could that was left over to you to manage for tomorrow.
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To be measured by advice, your service model will look like this
10
Investment portfolio management
Retirement planning
Cash flow management
Education planning
Insurance and risk management
Debt management
Net worth planning
Estate planning
Tax planning
Client’s financial planning needs



Does your advice model look this?

When you consider all the elements of a client’s income, beyond living expenses, it’s amazing to think of the levers required for a fully diversified and well established financial plan. 
How much of this financial wheel is driven by or impacted by cash flow.
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Real estate and debt planning starts early
Make real estate an active asset for life

Pre-retirement
A “forced” savings account
Tailored debt management plan
Enhance Tax efficiency 
Good long-term growth
Remember to qualify clients in earning years to set up for retirement

11
Borrow to invest (mortgage)
Debt
(000s)
Age
Home ownership as a savings vehicle


If you are going to manage the debt and cash flow of a client we highly recommend that Real estate and debt planning starts early
We want you to help clients use home ownership as an important savings vehicle and, more importantly make real estate an active asset for life.

Pre-retirement
The mortgage is a forced savings account – it’s good debt. It’s borrowing to invest in an appreciating asset. Over the past decade this asset has had strong annual growth in most parts of the country
Tailored debt managed advice which we will describe in a few future slides
It’s a Tax efficient investment. A client can sell their home and obtain investment growth without incurring incur capital gains
And we can make this an Active asset like other savings plans which does provide growth and liquidity.
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Debt	45	50	55	60	65	70	75	80	85	90	200	150	100	50	0	20	45	75	110	140	Retirement redefined
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Borrow to invest (mortgage)
Tax-free equity withdrawal
Debt
(000s)
Age
Home ownership as a tax-free income source
Make real estate an active asset for life

In retirement:
Create monthly cash flow
Tax-efficient income solutions
Fully diversified
Home equity extends life of all assets
Allows for market timing


Now lets redefine the traditional definition of home ownership in retirement.
When you make real estate an active asset for life you transform home ownership into a tax-free income source

In retirement
Help clients to stay in their home
Maximize tax efficiency for retirement
Provide tax-free income 
Lower tax brackets, avoid claw backs
Provide cash flow for life events 
Use home equity to extend the life of all assets 
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Debt	45	50	55	60	65	70	75	80	85	90	200	150	100	50	0	20	45	75	110	140	

Real estate and debt planning
13
Creating tailored debt management 
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Tailored debt management with Manulife One
Common Manulife One advisor concerns:
Too much credit – don’t want to turn home into an ABM
Soft caps on limits and structure debt with sub accounts
Interest rate is too high
Focuses on  interest  costs
My clients don’t have debt
Protect against fraud
Undisciplined clients managing it
Tailored debt
Build a mortgage vs choose a mortgage
14



Common Manulife One advisor concerns:
Too much credit – don’t want to turn home into an ABM
Interest rate is too high
It doesn’t pay – it’s not worth my time
My clients don’t have debt
Undisciplined clients managing it

14

Create tailored debt management with Manulife One
The right mix of “All-in-one” and “Amortized” balances
Income
Lifestyle
Cash flow surplus 
Interest rate risk tolerance
Good debt or bad debt? 
Right mix: Based on your assessment of these factors 
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The right mix of “All-in-one” and “Amortized” balances
Income
Lifestyle
Cash flow surplus 
Interest rate risk tolerance
Good debt or bad debt? 
Right mix: Based on your assessment of these factors 
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All-in-one does not mean all debt in the all-in-one account 	
Building a mortgage specific to your clients needs
Income
Lifestyle
Cash flow surplus 
Interest rate risk tolerance
16








Low cash flow
Self employed
Average salaries
Large incomes

Fixed rate sub account

Line of credit 

Additional opportunities
Manulife Bank Select: less than 20% equity
Alternative Mortgage Solutions: new immigrants / impaired credit



Clients may not have the discipline… nor does it make sense
Lower excess cash flow means greater % amortized
Self-employed = 75% + in the All-in-one for many
A couple with average salaries 30/70 split
Larger incomes = 60% or more in All-in-One

Key is to understand cash flow, debt goals, future income, budget surplus and pick the right mix
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Tailored debt management: On the road to flexibility in retirement
17

Unlocks home equity with line of credit 
Daily interest calculation – every deposit immediately lowers debt

Lowest Interest Rate 



Lowest Interest Paid



There is a difference between interest rate… and interest costs
Interest cost = Rate x Principal x Time

Fixed rate mortgages may provide a lower rate and payment certainty but…
Amortize interest up to 30 years
Interest is higher than principal in early years
Required payment regardless of changing financial circumstances

Manulife One
Unlocks home equity with line of credit 
Daily interest calculation – every deposit immediately lowers debt (and interest costs) in the account
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A different perspective on how we treat real estate in retirement
18
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Reality: Many Canadians are un-prepared for a long retirement
Retirees are living longer, more active lives
Centenarians are the fastest growing segments of the population*
Retirement stress is mounting. Four in 10 Canadians**:
Are living pay-cheque to pay-cheque
Feel they aren’t saving enough 
Are retiring with debt
Expect home equity to make up over 60% of their household wealth at retirement 
91% want home ownership in retirement**:
72% want current home and 19% will move but still own


19
*Statistics Canada: 2015; **Manulife Bank Fall Debt Survey, 2016; 



Retirees are living longer, more active lives
Centenarians (over age 100) are the fastest growing segments of the population
Retirement stress is mounting. Four in 10 Canadians:
Are living pay-cheque to pay-cheque
Have no company pension plans
Feel they aren’t saving enough 
Are retiring with debt
Expect home equity to make up over 60% of their household wealth at retirement 
91% want home ownership in retirement
72% want current home and 19% will move but still own
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Fear of outliving savings results in making decisions clients don’t want to do…
And don’t need to if advised properly
20
Sell the family home
Downsize: unplanned but need access to cash
Cut-back expenses: reduce quality of living
Return to work 
(if able)
Take on DEBT: 
credit cards, and consumer debt is rising fast for seniors


With Canadians living longer and having more active lifestyles in retirement, there are significant strains on just living off retirement investments 

As they deal with the depletion of their retirement savings they’re going to face some un-desirable choices. 

Cutting back on expenses can work but it will reduce the quality of the retirement

If able, they could return to work part time. Some will do so for having excess “fun” money or “travel.” Others may have to return to work out of necessity

They’re financial advisors would typically recommend selling the family home or downsizing. Both options have moving expenses and turn a tax-free asset into a taxable investment portfolio. Also, the client may not be ready to move.

But since most Canadians are managing their debt and cash flow in their working years, they probably have the resources to take on debt in retirement – whether that’s a reverse mortgage or higher interest unsecured credit lines or even credit cards. Equifax Canada has sighted that consumer debt is rising fastest among the senior population.
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Pros and Cons of downsizing
21

Pros
Release trapped equity in the home
Replenish investment plan
Debt-free
Potentially less maintenance
May relocate into a retirement community
Cons
Lost 10% of asset value on date of sale
Tax-free growth of family home
Replenished investment plan is taxable
Downsizing doesn’t always mean less cost
Many clients want to stay close to home/friends



Many clients will contemplate downsizing at some point
Here are the pros and cons to that decision:
Pros
Release trapped equity in the home
Replenish investment plan
Debt-free
Potentially less maintenance
May relocate into a retirement community
Cons
Lost 10% of asset value on date of sale including realtor, legal and moving costs
Tax-free growth of family home disappears
Replenished investment plan is taxable
Downsizing doesn’t always mean less cost – some smaller residences have amenities and monthly fees equal to or more than the current property
Many clients want to stay close to home/friends
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Cash flow in retirement:
Traditional Planning Approach
Liquidate investment assets for funding retirement
Most investments have tax implications 
Large amount of net worth dormant
22


Real estate
Investment portfolio


Real estate
Investment portfolio
Diversified Planning Approach
Optimized tax efficiency
Utilizing entire net worth to fund retirement
Betters your ability to fund longer retirement plans


So when it comes to traditional planning I am sure most of your clients have listened to your advice and will have  managed to build their Net Worth in a very diversified fashion. 
That will mean that they have a registered plan and/or a pension,  a non-registered plan and/or a TFSA and for the majority some real estate.  
That diversification will have likely been undertaken with a view to geographic location, economic conditions, risk weightings and particular styles of money management. 
However, traditional planning when retirement starts does not follow that that diversification process and we believe that it should and that real estate should remain an active asset in retirement not a passive one. We don’t think the only active assets creating cash flow should be the taxable ones. 
To optimize diversification and tax efficiency I will discuss with you today some concepts that are a little different but they will get you considering using real estate proactively during retirement. . 
It is not realistic for most to plan for retirement without using all their assets.
A diversified approach activates real estate assets and can provide many benefits to your clients and your book of business
22

$5,000 monthly income
Diversification in retirement should be the same as pre-retirement
23
Dialed up or down
with all asset classes


Diversified approach

Real estate
$1,000

RRSP
$2,000

Pension
$1,500

TFSA
$500


Why would cash flow in retirement not look like this? 

When it’s diversified you have extra levers to dial income from more asset classes.

Markets tank? Reduce RRSP and TFSA withdrawals and draw from real estate. Markets sore, replenish growth over above the plan back to the outstanding  real estate balance
23

General perceptions of liquidating real estate
“Real estate is not liquid.” 

“I worked so hard to get out of debt and don’t want to be in debt.” 

“I want to leave my house to                        my children.”

24



The General perceptions of liquidating real estate

“It is not okay to liquidate real estate in retirement!!” 
Why do we think this way? Perception of what the word DEBT represents perhaps?
Is it and different then an RRSP, TFSA, Non-reg. investment?
Is it not still just our hard earned savings in a real estate account?
Is anyone frowning upon how  liquidate my portfolio? 
Then why is everyone critical and worried when doing the same thing to my real estate portfolio?
24


Real estate is not liquid” 
A great asset but …
It’s not perceived as liquid
Can’t sell it like typical investments – won’t buy my basement
Accessing it and maintaining it costs less than their investment portfolio

25
January, 2014: Laura Cooper Economist: Statistics Canada/RBC Economics Research






40% of a most clients' net worth is real estate. That’s Equal to market investments and insurance combined!

It’s a great asset but the fundamental misconception for not using this household savings as an asset in retirement is because it’s not liquid

In other words you can’t sell the kitchen to repair the roof…

You can’t sell the bathroom when the car needs to be replaced.

You can can’t sell off small parts to fund your monthly retirement income.

All that is needed is to assign this asset to a bank so it can be liquid. In fact Manulife Bank has been doing something similar with Life Insurance cash surrender value for over 22 years.

Accessing the equity in the home and maintaining it can actually costs less then their investment portfolio
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“I worked so hard to get out of debt and don’t want to be in debt.” 
Real estate is a savings plan
Lump sums I take out are my savings
Interest is the cost to manage the real estate portfolio and is the only true debt

26
Debt in retirement can be defined better as really only being the interest – the money I take out is mine


All it takes to create liquidity in a significant asset like the home is to place a low-cost line of credit on it
The Debt is really only the interest – the money I take out is mine
Clients don’t question the validity of paying  1 to 2% annually to own and maintain a portfolio of investments and pay that cost on every dollar in that asset class
So why is not ok to pay 3 to 6% to liquidate my real estate and retain ownership when that cost is only on the money I have utilized not the total asset
26

“I want to leave my house to my children.”
27

We will be leaving our houses  to 60 years olds! …
and they may be selling it.
An estimated $750 billion will transfer through estates in the next decade (including family homes)
Over 1.5 million already 80+ (children in their 60s)


The second common caution is the desire to leave the family home to their children

But many people in this room stand a strong chance of living into their 90s
We will be leaving our houses 
to 60 years olds! …
and they may be selling it.
An estimated $750 billion will transfer through estates in the next decade (including family homes)
Over 1.5 million already 80+ (children in their 60s)
Would children rather see parents use home equity to maintain a comfortable retirement… or have the entire house as inheritance?
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To be open to this approach there had better be some big benefits
Helps clients stay in their home longer
Extends the life of all of clients’ assets
Retains net worth later into retirement
Optimizes tax efficiency – PAY LEAST AMOUNT OF TAX POSSIBLE 
Home ownership has been linked to increased life expectancy*
28

*2016 UK Study


To be open to this approach there better be some big benefits
It helps clients stay in their home longer
Extends the life of all of a clients assets
Including RSP/RIF, TFSA, Non-Reg. and Real Estate
Better risk management given longer time horizons
Retains Net Worth later into retirement
Able to produce more return in all portfolios 
Defers Tax - redeem less from taxable income sources and possibly avoid claw backs
When structured well - lower overall tax rate for the length of retirement 
The real value is helping clients stay where they want to be – in their home among neighbors, friends, family and their community
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Case study – 
Real value with real estate as an active asset in retirement
The Smiths
Retiring this year
Both worked for companies without pensions
Tax-optimized retirement plan using CCH Software
29
	Net worth:	
	$1,000,000 	RRSP
	$500,000	Non-registered investments/TFSA
	$1,300,000 	Home (no mortgage or debts)
	$2,800,000	Total Personal Net Worth

For illustration purposes: 
Assumes 6% growth on investments and 2% inflation rate; 38% marginal tax; 2% growth in home value, 5.25% borrowing rate, includes CPP/OAS
 




Meet Mr. and Mrs. Smith
Ages are 60 and 63
Objective is to have 100k after tax income during retirement combined
Assumption is that all assets were owned 50/50
Moderate Risk Tolerance (6% rate of return)
Case study utilized tax optimization in CCH software
Clients have a good net worth but will still be challenged to fund their desired income to age 100… 
The plan was created in CCH software by an independent planner and utilized the tax optimization feature in the software for both scenarios

Is this a typical profile of someone you would likely want as a client – great net worth?

The currently have no mortgage and no debt. Would this be a client you have a debt discussion with? If so, would you recommend a line of credit?

No, let’s look at why they are an ideal candidate….

Clients aged 60 and 63
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Case study – 
Real value with real estate as an active asset in retirement
Wanted at least $100,000 after-tax retirement income 
to age 90
Won’t make it – Money lasts to year 84
Will need to sell home or use a home line of credit
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	Year	Age	Managed Investments ($000s)	Withdrawals 
($000s)		Mortgage ($000s)	Real estate ($000s)	Net Worth ($000s)
				Registered	Non-registered	HELOC	Home Equity	
	1	63	$1,489	$60	$32		$1,326	$2,318
	15	77	$946	$83	$45		$1,750	$2,324
	20	82	$382	$180	0		$1,932	$2,124
	22	84	$8	$199	0		$2,010	$2,014
	23	85		Line of credit. 
Investments fully depleted.		$154	$1,896	$1,896
	28	90				$1,197	$1,066	$1,066


For illustration purposes: Assumes 6% growth on investments and 2% inflation rate; 38% marginal tax; 2% growth in home value, 5.25% borrowing rate, includes CPP/OAS


In a traditional financial planning approach most advisors would simply illustrate what the clients retirement picture would look like to create their desired income after tax and weighted for inflation. 
In doing so the recommendation would be to utilize their pensions and investment portfolios to fund their retirement. 

For many clients that approach produces a shortfall at some point prior to age 90. In this example the client runs out of investment assets at age 84 and then draws down on their real estate via a LOC when they do to maintain their income and lifestyle. That would be the normal suggestion when a client is out of investable assets or the recommendation would be to sell and rent investing the remaining equity. 

For the client it creates a picture where at age 90 they have a net worth of just over a million dollars as their only asset is their home and the remaining equity in it. 

That makes sense?

30

Case study – 
Real value with real estate as an active asset in retirement
Wanted at least $100,000 after-tax retirement income 
to age 90
$1,000 per month using home savings last until age 90
Still has home equity and investments
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	Age	Investments ($000s)	Withdrawals 
($000s)	Line of credit ($000s)	Home Equity ($000s)	Net Worth ($000s)
		Total	Reg. & 
Non Reg.	Manulife One	Home value 
– debt	
	63	$1,506	79	$13	$1,313	$2,319
	71	$1,518	85	$141	$1,412	$2,417
	82	$1,167	125	$432	$1,499	$2,275
	84	$1,020	134	$505	$1,504	$2,159
	90	$237	$188	$776	$1,487	$1,606


For illustration purposes: Assumes 6% growth on investments and 2% inflation rate; 38% marginal tax; 2% growth in home value, 5.25% borrowing rate, includes CPP/OAS


By you activating their real estate and using an optimal diversification approach the client can be in a much better financial position short and long term. 
In this diversified approach by simply taking $1000 per month at the start of retirement the client is able to take much less from their investment portfolio and are able to drop down in terms of tax rate for the long term. 
That long term tax savings and their ability to extend the life of their investment portfolio gives them a net worth of 1.6 million vs a net worth of 1 million in the traditional approach. 
Also keep in mind that these examples don’t include an increase in return for the client from the longer time horizon and don’t reduce the real return in the traditional approach where in the final 5 to7 years there is no way they are getting a 6% rate of return as most of you would have altered their asset allocation. 
Ok we have talked a lot about simply creating monthly cash flow what could activating real estate mean for estate planning purposes?
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Case study – 
Real value with real estate as an active asset in retirement
Fully diversified retirement portfolio – client benefits
Able to stay in their home
Less stress of outliving retirement savings 
Tax-free withdrawals from home equity to age 90
$237,000 investments assets remain
$1.6 million Vs. $1 million net worth 
$600,000 more net worth

32
For illustration purposes: Assumes 5% growth on investments and 2% inflation rate; 5.25% borrowing rate; 38% marginal tax; 2% growth in home value 



Fully diversified retirement portfolio
Tax-free withdrawals from home equity to age 90
$237,000 investments assets remain
$1.6 million Vs. $1 million net worth 
$600,000 more net worth
Advisor retains nearly $120,000 in revenue
Assumes 1% investment trailer
+ $9,120 in Manulife One trailer compensation

32

Case study – 
Real value with real estate as an active asset in retirement
Fully diversified retirement portfolio – Advisor benefits
Did not have undesired conversations about selling the home or  using a reverse mortgage
Helped clients achieve retirement goals
Retained nearly $120,000 in revenue
Assumes 1% investment trailer
+ $9,120 in Manulife One trailer compensation
Keep AUM as money from home sale at age 90 will replenish managed investment portfolio

33
For illustration purposes: Assumes 5% growth on investments and 2% inflation rate; 5.25% borrowing rate; 38% marginal tax; 2% growth in home value 


Fully diversified retirement portfolio
Tax-free withdrawals from home equity to age 90
$237,000 investments assets remain
$1.6 million Vs. $1 million net worth 
$600,000 more net worth
Advisor retains nearly $120,000 in revenue
Assumes 1% investment trailer
+ $9,120 in Manulife One trailer compensation

33

What doesn’t work with this approach
Not as estate tax friendly, but which is 
more important?
Retaining assets to generate cash flow
OR
Having the most tax efficient estate
34



What doesn’t work with this approach

not as estate tax friendly, but which is 
more important?
Retaining assets to generate cash flow
OR
Having the most tax efficient estate

34

Other concepts with real estate active in retirement
Retirement bridging
Managing life events (All the lump sum requests)
Funding insurance policies or other estate friendly products

35



Estate Planning and Insurance coverage are obviously extremely important topics that you discuss with your clients. These topics are also challenging conversations at times and convincing some clients to listen to your advice is very difficult. Part of that is getting them to part with the cash flow required to fund the strategies you have suggested
With either our monthly cash flow option or lump sum availability you can cover estate liabilities with paid up policies or permanent insurance policies
You can allocate sums of money to beneficiaries very tax efficiently
For those with less investment assets that need or want to stay in their homes and maximize monthly cash flow potentially taking a lump sum to purchase a prescribed annuity for more cash flow or utilize other investments that have capital guarantees can be an option as well. 
Bottom line is that there are numerous options available to pay for the insurance product that can meet any long term retirement and estate planning you are doing. We have only mentioned a few as food for thought.  
Think of creating scenarios using their real estate that can put them ahead during retirement or if important for their estate that offset any accumulated interest on their reverse mortgage.

35

Build a better financial practice with real estate as an active asset
Consumers have debt, retirement income, and home ownership challenges. We can help.
Increased longevity: real estate is key to retirement planning
Remove stigma that real estate assets are untouchable
Cash flow management leads to goal  setting
Diversification is the same – pre and post retirement
You deliver what clients want! 
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Resources are a click away
37







How do you learn more about real estate as an active asset in your client’s portfolio?
38

Talk to your dedicated Business Development Consultant. We have 80 business partners across Canada.
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Thank you
39
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Important notes
Borrowing to invest is suitable only for investors with higher risk tolerance. Your clients should be fully aware of the risks and benefits associated with investment loans since losses as well as gains may be magnified.  Preferred candidates are those willing to invest for the long term and not averse to increased risk. The value of your client's investment will vary and is not guaranteed, however they must meet their loan and income tax obligations and repay their loan in full. Please ensure clients read the terms of their loan agreement and the investment details for important information.  Clients are encouraged to seek professional tax advice.
Manulife Bank of Canada solely acts in the capacity of lender and loan administrator, and does not provide investment advice of any nature to individuals or Advisors.
Manulife, Manulife Bank, the Manulife Bank logo and the Block Design are trademarks of The Manufacturers Life Insurance Company and are used by it, and by its affiliates under license. 
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40
This disclosure slide must be included in any presentation that discusses investment leverage.
Borrowing to invest is suitable only for investors with higher risk tolerance.   Your clients should be fully aware of the risks and benefits associated with investment loans since losses as well as gains may be magnified.  Preferred candidates are those willing to invest for the long term and not averse to increased risk. 
The value of your client's investment will vary and is not guaranteed, however they must meet their loan and income tax obligations and repay their loan in full. Please ensure clients read the terms of their loan agreement and the investment details for important information. 
Manulife Bank of Canada solely acts in the capacity of lender and loan administrator, and does not provide investment advice of any nature to individuals or Advisors. 
The Dealer and Advisor are responsible for determining the appropriateness of investments for their clients and informing them of the risks associated with borrowing to invest.  
Tax deductibility of loan interest  depends on a number of factors, with the Income tax act providing the framework for determining tax deductibility. Tax laws are subject to change and therefore, tax treatment of illustrated figures cannot be guaranteed. Results for Quebec residents may differ due to different deductibility rules. Clients should consult their own tax and legal advisors with respect to their particular circumstance. 
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